Week 1: Review of Fundamentals
Pitch is notated on the five-line staff using notes in various clefs, with or without ledger lines.

Two staves are brought together with a brace to form the grand staff, which contains all pitches.

Pitches are raised and lowered using sharps, flats, and naturals, according to the layout of the
keyboard. Double-sharps and double-flats are also used.

The distance between two notes is an interval. Intervals may be perfect (P), major (M), minor
(m), augmented (A), or diminished (d).

Any interval larger than an octave is called a compound interval.

Intervals are inverted by moving the bottom note up an octave or the top note down an octave.

Two intervals that sound the same but are spelled differently are enharmonically equivalent.

Intervals sounding together are either consonant (stable) or dissonant (unstable and required to
resolve to consonance).

Rhythm is notated according to a proportional system of length.

Notes and rests may be lengthened by the addition of a dot or a tie.

Meter is the organization of Rhythm into consistent beats.

Week 2: Review of Scales and Keysignatures
A scale is an ordered collection of pitches forming the material for a composition. There are four
different types. In this example, the major is compared to its parallel minor.

Each composition is in a particular key (F major, G-sharp minor, etc) symbolized at the
beginning of each line by a keysignature, an indication of the number of sharps or flats in that
key. Each major key has a relative minor that shares its keysignature.

Each clef has a particular way of arranging the sharps and flats.

The difference between any two keys a perfect fifth apart is one sharp or flat, resulting in a
pattern called the circle of fifths.

Week 3: Review of Chords
A triad is constructed by two intervals of a third superimposed upon one another. The notes are
labeled root, third, and fifth. There are four different types of triad, distinguished from each
other by the quality of intervals used in their construction.

In diatonic harmony, a triad is formed on each step of the scale, and takes a Roman numeral
according to its quality. The triads build on the first, fourth, and fifth scale degrees are
considered primary triads because they are used the most often.

Harmonic progression from one primary triad to another is governed by the following principle:
the subdominant tends to move to the dominant, which tends to move to the tonic.

A harmonic progression ends in a cadence, which will fall into one of the following categories.

There is a subtle difference between two types of authentic cadences.

Adding another interval of a third above a triad will form a seventh chord, of which the most
common is the dominant seventh (V7), build on the fifth scale degree.

Inversion of triads and seventh chords occurs when the lowest note is no longer the root.

Arabic numerals are used for inverted chords and indicate intervals above the bass.

Week 4: Harmonizing a Melody
Many traditional songs may be harmonized using the primary triads and the dominant seventh.

Usually it is acceptable to repeat a chord several times, especially at the beginning, where the
tonic triad is establishing itself. A repeated chord is indicated by a line extension (I_____).
Chord changes tend to occur on strong beats.

Often there are notes that do not need to be harmonized. These non-chord tones are circled.

Week 5: Review and Test
Terms to know:

Beat ……………….………………………… 4

Key ……………………….……..….………. 13

Binary Form …………..….……. Appendix I

Keysignature ……………………………… 13

Brace ………………………...………….….. 1

Ledger Line …………………..…………….. 1

Cadences …………….……………..…….. 23

Meter ………………………………..………. 4

Circle of Fifths …………………..………. 14

Natural ……………………………..……….. 1

Clef …………………………..…..…..…….. 1

Non-chord Tones …………….….……….. 37

Compound Interval ……………..………… 2

Note …………………………….…..……….. 4

Consonance ………………………..……… 3

Parallel Minor …………………..……….. 13

Diatonic Harmony ……………………… 23

Pitch ……………………….………..….……. 1

Dominant Seventh ………………………. 24

Primary Triads ……………………………. 23

Dissonance ……………………..….……… 3

Relative Minor ……………………………. 13

Dot ……………………………..…………… 4

Rest ………………………………..…………. 4

Double-flat ……………………..….……… 1

Rounded Binary Form ………… Appendix I

Double-sharp …………………...………… 1

Rhythm ……………………………..……….. 4

Enharmonic Equivalence ………..……… 3

Root, Third, and Fifth ……….…………… 23

Flat …………………………………..…….. 1

Scale …………………………….…………. 13

Grand Staff …………………..……………. 1

Seventh Chord …………….……………… 24

Harmonic Progression ………………… 23

Sharp ……………………….…..…………… 1

Harmonization ………………..………… 37

Staff …………………….…….…..…………. 1

Interval …………………………..…..……. 2

Tie ……………………….…..….…………… 4

Inverted Interval ………………..…..……. 3

Triad ………………………….….………… 23

Inverted Triad or Seventh Chord …….. 24

Week 6: Principles of Four-Part Writing
The most practical way to apply the rules of harmonic progression is realization in four-part
writing, using the voice-types soprano, alto, tenor, and bass.

When voicing a chord, it is unusual to exceed the interval of an octave between soprano and alto,
or alto and tenor.

More than an octave may exist between tenor and bass, but for any bass note lower than C3, the
tenor must be at least a fifth above.

The voice-parts usually remain in their customary layers: soprano above alto, alto above tenor,
and tenor above bass. Voice crossing is not allowed.

In root-position chords, the third and fifth appear each once, while the root is doubled.
(Sometimes in the authentic cadence, the root of the tonic triad is tripled, with the fifth omitted.)

When connecting chords, preference is given to conjunct motion (moving by step or staying the
same) over disjunct motion (leaping). The inner voices (alto and tenor) follow this rule as much
as possible, to be smooth and easy to sing. The soprano carries the melodic interest, which is
likely to display a balance of conjunct and disjunct motion. The bass can be the most disjunct, as
it may leap from one tone to the other, fulfilling its role in defining the harmony.

Leaps of a sixth or seventh are rare, and leaps larger than an octave are avoided. Larger leaps
tend to resolve by step in the opposite direction. Two consecutive leaps must form a triad.

When the leading tone is placed in an outer voice (soprano or bass) it resolves up to the tonic,
unless it is part of a descending line.

Parallel unisons, fifths, and octaves are avoided.

The overlapping of one voice by another is avoided. For example, the bass will not move above
the previous position of the tenor.

Some of the principles of four-part writing may be observed in the following example.

Week 7: First Inversion Triads
When the third of the triad is in the bass, the triad is in first inversion.

In first inversion triads, any note may be doubled, with the exception of the leading tone. Inner
voices are usually not doubled with each other.

Successive first inversion triads are good, but care must be taken to avoid parallel octaves.

The preference for smooth voice leading (conjunct motion) determines the choice of doubling in
first inversion triads, as illustrated by the following example.

Week 8: Second Inversion Triads
When the fifth of the triad is in the bass, the triad is in second inversion.

In second inversion triads, the root and third appear each once, while the fifth is doubled.

Use of second inversion triads is limited to four specific situations:
Cadential ^4`,, Passing ^4`,, Pedal ^4`,, Arpeggiated ^4`,

The four types of second inversion triads are illustrated by the following harmonization.

Week 9: The Dominant Seventh
Part 1: Root Position
The dominant seventh has four notes, so there is one for each voice. Usually this means that
there will not be a doubled note, but there is one exception: in root position, the root may be
doubled and the fifth omitted.

The root position dominant seventh chord resolves to the root position tonic triad, with the
seventh resolving down by step. The leading tone usually resolves up to the tonic when in an
outer voice, and thereby forces either the dominant seventh or the tonic triad to be an incomplete
chord.

The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of the root position dominant
seventh.

Part 2: Inversion

In the inverted dominant seventh, there is one note for each voice.
The first inversion dominant seventh resolves to the root position tonic triad, because of the pull
of the leading tone in the bass.

The second inversion dominant seventh resolves to the tonic triad in either root position or first
inversion.

The third inversion dominant seventh resolves to the first inversion tonic triad because of the
power of the seventh in the bass.

The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of the inverted dominant seventh.

Week 10: Review and Test
Terms to know:

Arpeggiated Six-four ………..……….…… 77

Pedal Six-four ………………..……………. 77

Cadential Six-four ……….….……….…… 77

Resolution of Seventh ………………… 91, 93

Conjunct Motion …………….……….. 54, 66

Root Position …………….……...……. 54, 91

Disjunct Motion ………….…….…………. 54

Second Inversion ……………..…....…. 77, 93

Doubling …………………….……. 54, 65, 77

Ternary Form …………..……….. Appendix I

First Inversion ………….…..…..…….. 65, 93

Third Inversion ……………….….....…….. 93

Four-part Writing ………….….…….……. 53

Voicing ……………………………..….…… 53

Leading Tone ………….....….…… 53, 91, 93

Voice Crossing …………………..….….…. 54

Leaps ………………………..………….….. 55

Voice Overlap ……………………...….…... 56

Parallel Unisons, Fifths, and Octaves .... 56
Passing Six-four ……………….………….. 77
Terms to review: everything from week 5

Week 11: Harmonization in Minor
A triad is formed on each step of the harmonic minor scale, and takes a Roman numeral
according to its quality. Most notes are taken from the harmonic minor scale (except for the fifth
of the III chord, which is derived from the melodic minor descending). As in the major, the
triads build on the first, fourth, and fifth scales degrees are considered primary triads.

The principles for Harmonic progression are the same as in the major.

While the cadences are the same, a special variant of the half cadence exists in minor, the
Phrygian half cadence, in which a phrase ends iv6 – V.

Many traditional songs in minor may be harmonized using the primary triads and the dominant
seventh, provided that notes outside the harmonic minor scale are treated as non-chord tones.

The principles for harmonization in minor may be observed in the following example.

It is quite common in minor to replace the final minor tonic triad with a major tonic triad. This
major third is called a picardy third.

Week 12: Part-Writing in Minor
All part-writing rules from the major (week 6) apply in the minor.
In minor, the seventh scale degree is raised to form the leading tone. This is essential in the use
of dominant harmony (V and V7) or an ascending melodic line.

Care must be taken to avoid the interval of an augmented second between the subdominant and
dominant harmonies, as it is difficult to sing.

Part-writing principles as they apply in minor may be observed in the following example.

Week 13: Inverted Triads in Minor
All inversion rules from the major (weeks 7 and 8) apply in the minor.
The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of inverted primary triads in minor.

Week 14: Dominant Seventh in Minor
All dominant seventh rules from the major (week 9) apply in the minor.
The following examples from the literature illustrate the use in minor of the dominant seventh in
root position and inversion.

Week 15: Review and Test
Terms to know:
Augmented Second ………………….……………. 127
Harmonic Progression ……………..……………. 117
Harmonization …………………………………….. 118
Primary Triads ………………………….………… 117
Raised Seventh Scale Degree (leading tone) ….. 127
Phrygian Half Cadence ……………..…………… 117
Picardy Third ………………………….………….. 118
Terms to review: everything from weeks 5 and 10

